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9h40 online booking with PMGSA. What a beautiful summer’s day, the booking was done with compulsory cart, 
this MoreGolfers is a steal at 150 ZAR per cart, as the normal rate is 280 ZAR per cart. This is my practice round 
before the KZN CD CHAMPS and this will be the SA CD CHAMPS venue for all participating golf unions in May 2017. 
It’s Sunny, windy, rainy and wet in the matter of hours, don’t always point at the sky as to oncoming storms, the 
wind directions do change, and apparently, the North-Easter brings the rain. Do yourself a favour, rock-up early 
and get use to the chip&run that needs accurate carry, and this don’t not play like a parkland soft greens, these 
greens get baked, and rolled, so expect tough up and down situations, don’t leave yourself short-sided. 
 
Starting the round with a Par5 Hole 1 tee off, it doesn’t take driver to necessarily get on for two, yes its uphill, but 
with two decent hybrids, you could be facing an eagle putt with the front pin placing, walk away with birdie all 
week with this one. Font nine problems come into play when Hole 6 arrives, this is a tight fairway with a V palm 
indicating a slope towards lateral hazard right, so when the wind is strong and into you, one must consider 3W or 
Driver, as the majority of Par 4’s on the course ask for 5i and 6i accurate tee shots, the wind was up on this hole in 
the tourney, I went back to back double drops AM and PM, so keep this hole in mind. 
 
Hole 8 Par5 will play harder as one will be lucky to be in birdie position, undulating, extremely uphill, and the green 
shape (This is worth a mention, a clover shaped, back to front half, easy 4-putt type of green!) This hole is tough, 
even a bogey is acceptable here, but it hurts even scratching a par out of this Front nine closer. 
 
Halfway house is perfectly situated for a grab and go or even sit-down (enjoy the view, let the encroaching group 
pass thru) the menu is a delight. The view is fantastic, and the above picture right is definitely close to the view 
experienced by the halfway house.  
 
Back nine trouble is definitely 11,13,&17…These are holes where your momentum can be put on brakes, as the 
bogey and double drop can take up to three holes to recovery, because the course does not allow for higher 
margins for error, well which course does anyway? Par4, Par5 and Par 5 holes that are tight, much water like what 
we saw on the PGA tour with Austin, Texas, the water plays on the mind, so laying up, and playing to your 
strengths are much needed. 



 
 


